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Every withdrawal from school calls for Inquiry. It 
should be properly recorded. A study of such records 
Is certain to disclose the existence of adverse In­
fluences or circumstances, which In many Instances 
is the responsibility of the school to correct.
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CHAPTER I
THE XHT HO DUCT I OH
On© of the most disheartening features of the public 
school system in the United States is- the high percentage 
of pupils who drop out of school before graduation. The 
problem Is not a new one, and for many years educators have 
been seriously concerned about It. Although a larger per 
cent of pupils enrolled in high schools during the last 
decade reach college than during the previous decade, the 
schools have come to accept the added and Important respon­
sibility of helping to prepare children for a life In which 
the economic and social competition has never been as great. 
There is extensive literature on the subject and many recom­
mendations for cxirricul©r developments to meet the needs of 
the pupils have been proposed.
X. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. The present study was 
undertaken to ascertain the number and causes of pupils with­
drawing from the Oxon Hill High School of Prince Georg©1s 
County, Maryland, during the period September 1934 to June 
1939, inclusive, and find out what changes In the curriculum 
and other school program might have kept them In school 
until they were better fitted to leave.
2Analysis of the problem. The problem of withdrawals 
from the Oxon Hill High School during the five-year study 
period was analyzed in the following manner:
I* To determine the extent of withdrawals*
1* How many pupils withdrew?
2* At what age level did they withdraw?
II* To determine tbs causes of withdrawals*
1* How did reasons given by pupils compare with 
reasons entered on office records?
2* Had pupils repeated one or more years?
3* What were the school marks of those with­
drawing?
4. What were the Intelligence quotients of 
those withdrawing?
5. What subjects did the school offer?
6. What extra curricular activities were of­
fered in the school?
7* What extra-curricular activities did those 
withdrawing participate In?
8* What was the health of those withdrawing?
9* What were the standards of the school?
10* What were the methods of teaching In the 
school?
11. What was the family background of withdrawals?
a* Occupation of parents, 
b . Size of the family.
3III*
IV*
c• Economic status* 
d. Education of the parents.
To determine the after school success of pupils
withdrawing•
1• Vocatlonsl•
a* How many are employed? 
b • What type of employment do they have? 
e. How many jobs have they had? 
d* What handicaps did they find in obtain­
ing jobs?
2 • G omatun Ity •
a* What kind of citizens are they? 
b. Gould the school have caused them to be 
better citizens? 
c* How do they spend their leisure time?
To determine the pupil* s evaluation of the school.
1* What subjects did those withdrawing find most 
valush^®^
2* What subjects did they find of little value?
5* What subjects might the school have offered 
that would have been valuable?
4. What extra-curricular activities did the with­
drawal find valuable?
5. What extra-curricular activities would they 
like to add?
4Significance of the problem« At a tine when 70 per 
cent of the children five to seventeen years of age In the 
United States attend school, it hardly seems necessary to 
emphasise the importance of cooperative research upon the 
problem of keeping children In school*
At the present time, In the schools where the new 
educational philosophy is being successfully applied, as 
exemplified by the Matthew Whaley School In Williamsburg, 
Yirginia, children who drop out of school are not a major 
problem. But as yet the vast majority of schools a re 
struggling under the old regime. In the State of Maryland 
the survey made by the national Youth Commission1 indicated 
that five out of every ten children entering high school 
did not remain to receive diplomas. This is a deplorable 
state, and it would seem that the secondary school system 
had failed to exert Its holding power upon the boys and 
girls Intrusted to its guidance*
II. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The period 1934-1936 followed a degression, and the 
years 1937-1939 were years when there was an upward trend 
in the economic status of the American public. This 
greatly affected the migration of families, and the status
1 Howard M. Bell, Youth Tell Their Story (Washington, 
D. C.s American Council on Education, 1938), p. 55.
5of those remaining in the community. It was considered to 
be an advantage to s tudy former pupils who had been out 
of school long enough to take their place in the community 
in order to determine their after-school success*
The author was a member of the Oxon Hill High 
School faculty during; the period Included in this s tudy and 
was In close contact with the school and school community• 
The reader must bear in mind that prejudices that enter 
Into the judgments and conclusions drawn are purely unin­
tentional •
The office records were unusually complete, yet 
there is a possibility that small discrepancies may have 
appeared as a result of withdrawals during the summer*
Those interviewed were chosen at random from former 
students who at the time of the Interview lived in or near 
Oxon Hill. There is good reason to believe that the ones 
who were Interviewed were the pupils which the school 
might have held had the circumstances been different.
It is well to not© that Interviews were conducted 
and judgments of home conditions made on a basis of the 
individual1s status at the time of the Interview, and not 
at the time of withdrawal • This may mean that economic 
and social circumstances may have changed slightly since 
the time they withdrew due to the change in economic con­
ditions •
6In the majority of cases It was believed that the 
pupils spoke soberly and frankly when they were questioned, 
yet there may have been cases hen psychological attitudes 
towards the school or towards the author caused the child 
to withhold the true answer*
III* OR&ANIZATIOK OF THE THESIS
The remainder of the thesis is divided Into five 
chapters* In Chapter H  is found an intensive review of 
literature In the field* Chapter III outlines the collec­
tion of material and definition of terms* In Chapter IV 
the school and school community are discussed. The analy­
sis of data is covered in Chapters V and VI, the former 
concerned with the total enrollment and total withdrawals, 
and the latter with the data collected from the interviews. 
From this analysis the author offers recommendations sum­
marized in Chapter VII*
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE IN THE FIELD 
I. OBKSRAL SURVEY
F * P. OtBrien>  ^Director of Service and Heseareh
Bureau at the University of Kansas, emphasizes the need
for cooperative research upon the problem of high school 
drop-outs.
Edward L« Thorndike,2 Professor of Educational 
Psychology at Teachers College, Columbia University, in 
1907 mad© an intensive study of the elimination of pupils 
from, public schools, using data from records in twenty- 
three large cities over the period, 1894 to 1896* Some
of his outstanding findings were?
1. On©-fifth of the children (whit©) entering city 
schools stay only to the fifth grade.
2. Less then one in ten graduate from high school.
3. Only one-third graduate from an elementary 
school of seven grades or more.
4. One main cause of elimination is Incapacity for 
and lack of Interest in the sort of intellectual work de­
manded by present courses of study .
1 F. P. 0fBrlen, MA Problem for Coot® rative Re­
search: The Hlgh-Sehool Dron-Outs,” School and Society,
May 18, 1929, pp. 642-643.
~ Edward L. Thorndike, Elimination of Pupils From
School ‘TP. 3. Bureau of Sducstloh ' KuIf<fETnT o T~Z— 1957 1 , 
pp. 7-63.
Ellas J. Kline,s University of Pennsylvanis, in 
1933 followed up this study to discover the nature of 
changes in elimination since 1900. According to his 
findings, elimination has been postponed two and one- 
half to three years, the largest amount occurring be­
tween the ninth and tenth grades. He pointed out that 
cities having no junior high school showed the same post­
ponement in elimination during identical periods of time 
as cities which have junior high schools.
Emery M. Foster,4 Chief of the Statistical Divi­
sion, U . S. Office of Education, In a more recent study 
stated that the Ration’s senior class of 1936 indicates 
a 48.4 per cent greater holding power through Its years 
leading to graduation than did the Nation’s graduating 
class of 1931. In 1928 approximately 25 par cent of 
the first year high school students drooped out at the 
end of the year, but in 1933 the drop-out rate decreased 
to 15 per cent for the same class.
5 Ellas J. Kline, "Significant Changes In the Curve 
of Elimination Since 1800,11 Journal of Educational Research, 
April, 1933, pp. 608-616.
^ Emery M • Foster, "School Survival Rates," School 
Life, September, 1936, pp. 13-14 •
In the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Stand­
a r d s  X9B high schools with an enrollment of 19,732 pupils 
at the beginning of the school year took part. Two visits, 
thirty-on© weeks apart, %¥©re made to the schools for the 
purpose of administrating tests. In these weeks, 2,431 of 
the 19,732 pupils, or 14.1 per cent, were missing from 
school upon the second visit. Each test administrator was 
Instructed to secure reasons for the absence of pupils who 
were not present for the retesting program. Data showed 
that 55 per cent of absences were permanent.
Reasons for these drop-outs are listed in the fol­
lowing table •
Reasons Per cent of
_______ pupils
Graduates .7
Poor scholarship ................ 6.0
Moved away  .....  18.1
Deceased .4
Unknown - other reasons ••••••••• 29.5
Of the 718 Included in “other reasons0, 133 dropped out be­
cause of woric.
When analysis was made by schools, it was shown that 
absences varied from 4*9 per cent to 44.9 per cent. The 
mortality for those of very Inferior intelligence was four 
to five times as great as for the very superior in intel­
ligence. There was no marked difference in drop-outs among
® Walter Croxby Eells, Why Sgcondary-School Pupils 
Leave School {Cooperative Study of '''Secondary School Stand­
ards, supplementary reprint Ro. 25 1939 ), p. 32.
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the sexes* Within the classes It was noted that the soph­
omores ranked highest in withdrawals•
The Division of Social Research of the Works Progress 
Adminlstrat1on,6 made a study cohering the years 1929, 1931, 
and 1932, in which 25,000 youths were interviewed from the 
schools of Binghamton, lew York; Birmingham, Alabama; Denver, 
Colorado; Duluth, Minnesota; St* Louis, Missouri; San 
Francisco, California; and Seattle, Washington* The purpose 
of this study was to find out how youths enter the labor 
market, what kind of jobs they get, end what difficulty they 
find in obtaining Jobs* It was found that forty-six out of 
one hundred who enter high school do not graduate* The drop­
out is approximately proportional from the eighth grade 
through the third year high school* line out of ten child­
ren of professional men complete their secondary education, 
while more then one-half of those having unskilled laborers 
as parents drop out before completion of high school. The 
percentage table shows the graduation for various occupation 
groups :
Occupation Per cent of graduates
Professional ....     90
Clerical workers •••«••••*• 78
Proprietors and managers.*. 76
Skilled workmen - foremen.* 63
Semi-akilled workers *****. 53
Unskilled workers «•••••*•• 43
k "Elimination of High School Students," School and 
Society, April 8, 1939, p. 441.
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The Haw York Regent a Inquiry published in book
form the findings of an extensive study made of the youth 
in fifty-on© communities in Hew York State, covering 
sixty-two schools, over a period from June 1936 to June
1937- The aims of this survey were: First, to outline
the characteristics of pupils leaving the secondary school, 
and thereby to secure material which would reveal the clues 
needed to modify school practices. Second, to find out 
how the school views its leaving pupils.
Information was based upon official records, inter- 
£• views with the school staff, Interviews with the employers
9 of the out-of-school youth, and with the youths themselves.at
i§ When the students1 horn© background was investigated,
^ the data showed that one out of two withdrawing pupils be­
lt longed to homes classified as poor. Two out of three with­
drawing before the ninth grade came from homes rated as 
poor or on relief. In one-third of the homes of withdrawals 
the English language was not spoken. Of every four homes 
of withdrawals, three were scored unfavorable and offered 
limited cultural opportunitlea and ethical training. The 
reports Indicated that the school knew little of the horn© 
background of their pupils, and the little information 
they had acquired was voluntarily brought to the school by 
the parents themselves.
7
Ruth E. Eckert and Thomas 0. Marshall, When Youth 
ool (Hew Yorks The McGraw-Hill Co., Inc., 1338 J ,
X#
When evidences of social competence were studied, 
the committee concluded that “pupils who leave school ap­
pear as -handicapped, from the standpoint of socially 
useful abilities as previous findings have indicated, 
that they are from the standpoint of general aptitude and 
home background1 *8 The lack of control of the basic 
skills and information needed for meeting life needs would 
lead us to conclude that that portion of our youth is In­
capable of assuming duties of citizenship*
When classifying the Interest of secondary school 
pupils, it was observed that they fall into definite group 
patterns *
In s consideration of plans for the future it was 
found that uamong withdrawing pupils, graduates, and post­
graduates alike, the majority are entirely without a 
career motive or are so definitely fixed on one field 
that change will involve difficult adjustment11*^ In mak­
ing adjustments pupils seldom turn to the school for 
guidance and advice* There was noted a general spirit of 
independence * When interviewed, the yout h considered
8 Ibid... P* 123.
9 Ibid., p. 155.
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their meager education their greatest handicap in the field 
of getting a job, and their lack of knowledge in the duties 
of a good citizen their major civic deficiency*
The survey summarized the defects in the school 
system ass^°
1* The school has placed scant emphasis on problems 
of immediate and practical living*
2. “The school has shown little appreciation of the 
differing goals of students and has made small provision for 
meeting special and individual needs*14
3* The school has mad© little effort to accumulate 
knowledge concernIng its students.
When asked what problems troubled then most now 
that they were out of school, the three top ranking answers 
weret getting a job, advancing on the job, end wno prob­
lems*4 * Students aim high when stating the job they hop© 
to have, and recognize the need for more training. In 
general, employers seemed optimistic with regard to the 
advancement of youth on the job*
It was noted that the school, home, and church had 
little influence upon the social adjustment of the pupils. 
Many constructive activities begun in school were not
10 Ibid., pp. 186-190.
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continued upon leaving* Most of the activities of out- 
of-school youth were of a purely recreational nature, few 
educational♦
General Summary of Report
1. “The former pupils, especially those in the large 
communities, had little contacts with adults,“
2, “Ihe young people Just out of school had little 
home life.11
5. “Lines of educational and recreational activity 
started in school were usually discontinued Immediately 
after the pupils left school.**
4* “After the pupils left school, they had little 
contact with it ,t{
5. **Although graduates seemed to be better adjusted 
than withdrawals, they also needed help after leaving 
school
6. “Hundreds of high school graduates and withdrawals 
later attended proprietary schools.**
7* “High school diplomas were not at all descriptive 
of the individuals who received them •“
11 lb16 . , pp. 310-315.
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II. MARYLAND SURVEY
The National Youth Commission-*-2 carried on a study 
in the State of Maryland and published its findings in a 
book entitled "Youth Tell Their Story**, about the same 
time the New York Regents Inquiry made Its survey* Because 
Maryland offered rural, suburban, and urban situations, 
and many other character Is tie s which are "American11 in 
nature, it was considered a typical State and selected as 
a basis for this study* Between the ©gas of sixteen and 
twenty-four, 15,528 youths were interviewed for the 
purpose of Investigating their home and school background 
and their out-of-school activities and success*
Youth and home
Low incomes and large families tend to cut short 
the period in which the youth is encouraged to train for 
his own future* They force him out of school into work 
or marriage at an early age* Although they state that 
they desire small families, it is probable that the same 
forces that were accountable for the home conditions in 
which they were born and reared will be dominating factors 
in their lives. According to the survey, they suggest
3-2 Howard M . Bell, Youth Tell Their Story (Washing­
ton, D* G*s American Councilon Education, 193$'/, pp. 1-273*
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that what is needed is s ^ore effective educational, voca­
tional, and recreational program for all youth.
Youth and school
The survey indie©ted that four out of every ten 
children never went beyond the eighth grade in school! 
five entered high school but did not finish. Factors 
Influencing these withdrawals were race, relief status, 
sex, size of the family, and the occupation of the family.
When interviewed as to the reasons for withdrawal, the
following results were found:
Reasons for withdrawing Per cent
Economic reason  ....     §4.0
lack of Interest  .......  24.6
Satisfled with graduation  ....  13.2
Health 5.2
Marrlage 5.0
Other reasons ...........  2.0
Total .  ........  i00.0
From this it would appear that economic reasons,
and. general lack of interest in the school program are
responsible for driving out youth from school before the
completion of their secondary education• The survey
naturally suggests that It is a national problem. They
feel that the labor market will be Improved when the
Ration makes it possible f all youth to obtain an edu­
cation before entering the market. Then, too, they feel
that the school must provide s program that is more
17
realistically adapted to the Interest and needs of those 
taking part in It • *The steps suggested would result in 
a larger number of youth remaining in school for longer 
periods, ©nd their ultimate effects would, in all proba­
bility, be the elevation of the national educational level 
and a reduction of unemployment 
Touth at work
Bata revealed that of ©very ten youths in the labor 
market approximately four were not employed on full-time 
jobs, and three of these four had no employment whatever* 
Those employed were in a large measure working In the 
lower-paid occupational fields. The median weekly wage 
for the group was $12.96* The young person who has grad­
uated from high school will earn 50 per cent more than the 
youth who chooses, or who is forced, to leave school be­
fore he has finished the eighth grade. Generally speak­
ing, 11 it seems that the lower income fathers, with their 
large families, provide their children with less schooling 
which, in turn, tends to route them Into the more poorly 
paid jobs.*^
13 Ibid, p. 98.
14 IP Id., pp. 124-125.
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The jobs youth want and the jobs they get seem to 
be widely separated* Ranking high In their desire Is the 
professional or technical job, while data show that in 
reality the office or sales, and semi-skilled jobs claim 
many of our youth of today* This naturally leads to a 
general feeling of discontent*
When asked why they were unemployed, 55 per cent 
gave 1 lack of available jobs11 as the chief reason* When 
asked what they were doing about getting a job, it was 
found that the large proportion of them were not regis­
tered in any employment agency* The committee did not 
know whether this was due to lack of interest or failure 
of the community to provide this service*
The report emphasised the danger of social strat­
ification resulting from the economic and social condi­
tions of our youth today.
Outside activities
It was noted that the youth of today need and want 
outside recreation. Again, we note that those who take 
part In activities in school do not appear to be active 
outside of school* There seems to be little continuity 
between the life lived in the school and the life lived 
when they leave the school9s supervision* A large number 
of youths do not us© the public libraries at their dis-
19
posal, and give as their main reasons 8not Interested 
in reading1* and Hread magazines11. It was recognized 
by 69*2 per cent of the youths interviewed that their 
recreational programs were Inadequate*
Interesting to not© was the fact that most of 
the youth wished to be connected with some church* This 
was not in their minds considered a recreational activity 
but still, as In the old days, a place of worship*
CMP TER III
COLLECTION OF MATERIAL A HD DEFINITION OF TERMS 
I. TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES USED IN THE STUDY
Sources of data» Data concerning the life history 
of pupils who withdrew from the Oxon Hill High School, 
Prince 0eorgefs County, Maryland, during the five-year 
period from September 1935 to June 1939, were gathered 
from the records in the County Superintendent*g office 
and the cumulative records kept in the files of the 
Principal*s office In the School. Every attempt was 
mad© to find the name and history of all pupils leaving 
the school before graduation during the period of the 
study• It is apparent that some of those who did not re­
turn to school following the summer vacation transferred 
to other schools. Others, over sixteen years of age, 
who failed to return In September had found jobs during 
the summer months and were reluctant to give them up 
to further their education.
From this group, seventy-three pupils who had 
withdrawn during the period of the study were interviewed 
personally. These seventy-three were chosen at random? 
the only factor entering Into their choice being their
21
proximity to the school community* In most cases these
interviews took place in the homes of the pupils* In 
©very case the pupil was made to understand the purpose 
of the interview, and encouraged to express his opinion 
of the school and the curriculum freely* He was urged 
to give his reason for withdrawing and to make recommen­
dations for the Improvement of the school* From frank 
open questions, as well as from the general conversation, 
the after-school success of the pupil was determined.
Home conditions were observed* There was, however, a 
possibility that these conditions had changed during the 
years the child had been out of school*
Method of collection« The following Interview 
sheet was used In tabulating observations and answers 
made concerning the Interview. In some cases these blanks 
were filled In while the Interview was taking olaee, but 
when it was known that the person being Interviewed was 
timid or shy, they were filled In immediately following 
the visit. Every effort was made to make the case feel 
free to wopen up* and tell all he knew and thought con­
cerning the questions*
Tables were made summarizing the pupil’s reactions.
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INTERVIEW SHBOT
CASE 10. ___________
m r m  _______________________ address__ ______ _____________
SEX ________  DATE OF WITHDRAWIKC   AGE ________
GLASS IK WHICH HE WITHDREW   ____
CAUSES OF WITHDRAWING t (A) RECORDS _________________________
<B) INTERVIEW ____ __________________
TEARS RETARDED _ _ _  WHAT CLASS ___   WHY  _
DID 0ROP~OUY TRANSFER FROM ANOTHER SCHOOL? _________________
I. Q- ______  COURSE TAKEN   AVERAGE GRADES _ _ _
GRADES AT TIME OF WITHDRAWAL IN SUBJECTS TAKEN AT THAT TIME:
ENGLISH _____  HISTORY   SCIENCE  MATHEMATICS____ _
SHOP HOME ECONOMICS OTHERS
EXTRA ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION: ACTIVE   INACTIVE _____
LITERARY SOCIETY  ___   DRAMATIC CLUB   SCHOOL PATHOL
CHORAL CLUB ____ ATHLETICS__________________________ _____ __
OTHERS ________________________________________
HEALTH _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
FAMILY BACKGROUND _________ RADIO   CAR   BATH____
HEATING SYSTEK ________  OTHER CONVENIENCES___ ______
OCCUPATION OF PARENTS: (A) MOTHER ______________________
(B) FATHER _________________________
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INTERVIEW SHEET (CONTINUED)
EGO KOI* 10 STATUS OF FAMILY ________  SIZE OP FAMILY
EDUCATION OP PAKIM'S: (A) MOTHER ________________
(B) FATHER ________________
IS DROP-OUT EMPLOYED? _ _ _  WHERE? __________
JOBS HAD SINCE WITHDRAWING ______________________
HANDICAPS IN FINDING JOB________________________
TYPE OF CITIZEN II COMMUNITY _______   _
HOW HE SPENDS HIS LEISURE TINE __________________
SUBJECT MOST VALUABLE TAKEN _____________________
SUBJECT LEAST VALUABIE TAKEN _____________ ______
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY MOST VALUABLE _________
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY LEAST VALUABLE ________
RECOMMENDATIONS
OTHER T S M S OBSERV®
PUPIL*S CONVERSATION IN GENERAL
6**
II. DBFIH ITI Oil OF TEW. S
Curriculum. Included in the curriculum are those 
subjects offered In the school, for which credit is given 
by the State Department, and lead to the student* a being 
Issued a high school diploma.
Bxtra-enrr 1 culap activities. Those activities which 
the child participates in for which he receives no credit 
towards graduation. These Include clubs, athletics, and 
other activities that are carried on by the student not a 
part of his regular course of study*
Withdrawal. A pupil leaving school before receiv­
ing a high school diploma.
Summer withdrawals» Those pupils who fail to re­
turn in September to enter the next class or repeat the 
class failed.
Retarded. A pupil who had failed in one or more 
subjects and is repeating that subject is considered as 
ret a rded.
Grade. By grade is considered the evaluation the 
teacher gave the pupil upon completion of a given subject.
Class. The particular classification that a pupil 
may have at the time considered. In this study there are 
four classes, namely, freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and 
seniors•
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MeanIng of "A**, WB**, *CW, *0*, and grades*
These grades represent a scale by which the teachers evaluate 
the pupil1 s work In school* They begin with */* superior,
*B” good, BC" average, **D" poor, and "Ert failing*
Secondary school enrollment * By secondary school 
enrollment is meant the number of pupils in the secondary 
school at the time under consIderation•
Five-year study period * In this study, five-year 
study period includes the time from September 1954 to 
dune 1939*
Oxon Hill School Communltj * The communities from 
which the pupils come are considered the Oxon Hill School 
Community•
CHAPTER IV
THE SCHOOL A HD THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY
I. THE SCHOOL
Location* Oxon Hill Consolidated School was 
located In a southeastern direction approximately five 
miles from the District of Columbia Line on the Maryland 
State highway number 224, in Prince George*s County, 
Maryland* The school drew pupils from a large area. The 
red circle on the following map shows the territory in­
cluded in the school community. Maps in the appendix show 
the location of the school In comparison with the loca­
tion of the District of Columbia*
Buses brought pupils from Oxon Hill, Temple Hills,
Phelps Corner, Padgetts Corner, Fort Foote, Broad Greek, 
Silesia, Friendly, Fort Washington, P1seataway, and 
Accokeek. The maximum distance pupils were transported 
on buses was fourteen miles. Most of these buses made 
two tripsj the earliest arrived at the school at eight 
o*clock in the morning.
The most striking feature of the school was its 
proximity to the City of Washington* Regardless of being 
rural In nature, the school was close enough to a large
£7
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city to feel the urban influence* This resulted in 
pupils obtaining fairly easy employment during the summer 
months. After once finding a Job it was difficult for 
them to realize the value of an education.
Size. Burlng this study Oxon Hill Consolidated 
School had an average enrollment of approximately 800 
pupils ranging from the first grade to the senior year 
high school. The school operated on the 7-4 plan* There
was no Junior high school located nearby to cause any
large influx in enrollment after the freshmen entries. 
Haver at any time during the study did the secondary school 
enrollment exceed 200 pupils.
The school plant. The elementary and secondary de­
partments were housed under on© roof, using the same aud­
itorium and lavatory facilities. Up until 1935-1936 the 
secondary department was composed of three large rooms and 
one small inadequate typing room. At this time two new 
class rooms were added and two lavatories for the high 
school department. One of these rooms was equipped for 
home economics, which was offered to freshman and sopho­
more girls for the first time In 1936-37. In 1937-38 a
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basement room in the elementary section was constructed 
and equipped as a shop to be used by the freshman and 
sophomore boys in the high school* This was new, and 
the equipment in no way adequate to meet the needs of 
the school. The following September 1953, four new class 
rooms and a teacher*s room were added to the high school 
section, one of these serving as a library. The absence 
of hot water made a cafeteria impracticable. As a whole, 
the building was poorly constructed, inconvenient from 
the standpoint of housing pupils of all ages using the same 
auditorium and equipment, and far below the standards of 
the average plant• The playground was large compared to 
many playgrounds In larger and better equipped schools.
It was far enough away from the highway to afford an ex­
cellent opportunity for play with little danger.
Offerings of the school. During the study period 
the majority of courses were academic in nature. In 
1934-1935 and 1935-1936, the commercial department of­
fered shorthand and typing, the only vocational aspect 
of the school* This department was limited to seniors 
and juniors, so that during 1934-1935 and 1935-1936 the 
freshman and sophomore pupils were forced to take a 
standard course of study with no choice. In 1936-1937
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home economics was added to the curriculum for the 
freshman and sophomore girls, and In 1937-1938 shop for 
the freshman and sophomore boys* These courses afforded, 
some outlet for those who had been talcing subjects they 
felt did not meet their needs* The most drastic aspect 
of the set-up was found in the method of handling a fail­
ing pupil* Until 1937-1938 there was no place provided 
In the curriculum for a misfit, and a pupil who failed 
one or more subjects was required to repeat the entire 
year’s course, Including tbs subjects he had mastered and 
passed* This resulted In pupils reentering classes they 
had formerly taken, which had a bad Influence on the 
morale of those pupils as well as the morale of the class 
beginning the work for the first time* In these classes 
the pupils began to feel that they were wasting theIr 
time and became disinterested as a result of the limited 
curriculum*
The following table shows the subjects offered by 
years In each of the subject matter fields. It will be 
seen that some growth had been made, but the progress was 
slow, and pupils anxious to get through high school and 
earn money for the support of large families found the 
cur r leu lum 11m it ad a nd un in t a re s t Ing •
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The school s taff. At the beginning of this study 
Oxon Hill High School consisted of four teachers and the 
principal. All of the staff heId college degrees and at­
tended summer school at regular intervals, as required by 
the State Department of Education• In 1936-37 a part- 
time home economics teacher was added* In 1937-38 this 
home economics teacher was made full time and a full-time 
shop teacher was employed, increasing the teaching staff 
to seven* All of the teaching staff lived not less than 
flfiee n miles away from the school, the majority living 
in Washington, D. 0• This r©stilted In long drives battling 
with city traffic, a lack of Interest in the community af­
fairs, and limited knowledge concerning the environment 
of their pupils.
In 1938-1939 there was a change in admInlstratlon 
in the school and the staff was encouraged to Interest it­
self in school procedures and progressive educational 
practices«
Methods of teachIng * In the majority of case® the 
methods used were textbook teaching and assignment reci­
tation* The past and present experiences of the pupils 
were given little consideration as a basis for lesson and
3 4
unit planning. The teachers were seldom encouraged to 
visit the homes of falling or retarded pupils, and showed 
little Interest in the home background of the high school 
group as a whole* It seemed that the backward child was 
looked upon as impossible end merely endured until he saw 
fit to withdraw of his own accord. The changes initiated 
In 1933-1939 came too late to Influence the results of 
this study appreciably*
The philosophy and dbjectIves of the s c h o o l Dur­
ing the first four years of the study there were no written 
formulated philosophy and objectives of the school. In 
1938-1939 many meetings were held, for the purpose of writ­
ing a school philosophy and set of objectives that would 
serve as a guide in future instruction in class rooms and 
outside of class activities* The result of this work Is 
shown in the followings 
Philosophy*
Since the school population Is a rural, 
heterogeneous group who desire occupational duties 
upon graduation, the faculty of Oxon Hill High 
School, through their instruetione1 and extra- 
instructional perfornances, seeks to implant with­
in the student those qualities of manners, scholar­
ship, citizenship, and tolerance that will aid the 
student in becoming a good neighbor and a desirable 
personality In the community.
1
Written by the faculty of Oxon Hill High School.
3 5
To afford the pupils maximum growth toward 
becoming a good neighbor - a person of high morals, 
cooperative, economically set isftable, a church 
attendant and an educational supporter, situations 
providing for individual pupil growth are sought 
in both the instructional and extra-instructional 
curricula. The desire to further educate himself 
la instilled in the child*
If the philosophy of this school were to be 
molded into one statement it would be to aid the 
largest number of pupils by instruction and guidance 
to acquire habits and develop abilities which will 
enable them to live and participate advantageously 
In a democratic environment•
Objectives;
I. To develop within the child the realiza­
tion of citizenships 
a* Through active participation in 
class exercises, 
b * Through opportunities of extra­
curricular activities, 
c* Through guidance in assemblies, 
meetings, and discussions.
II. To create a desire on the part of the 
child for perpetual learning or intel­
lectual developments
a. By presenting problems calling for 
int @11 e e tua 1 pond, er an c e .
b . By arousing an interest in the child 
to increase his knowledge.
c• By presenting functional and applic­
able subject matter, 
d. By making provision for those seeking 
d• further education•
III. To aid students in becoming tolerant, 
broad-minded, and well mannered.
a. Having frequent opportunitles In 
class and in activities.
b. Stressing such things when subject 
matter is otherwise distasteful*
IV. To arouse an Interest In the student for 
the attainment of a higher standard of 
living •
a. Description of different levels of 
11ving •
b. By causing an ambitious will power 
to succeed.
¥. To have the pupil become a good neighbor, 
a. Through examples of high morals,
coop3ra11 on , good will, church wor­
ship, law-abiding, and economically 
stable •
The extra-curricular activity program of the 
school. The activity program of oxon Hill High School was 
highly developed, and much time was spent by faculty members 
In making it outstanding, k school boy natrol, dramatic 
club, and two literary societies thrived, with additions 
made in the form of © school publication, choral club, 
and school bank. These clubs, however, carried with them 
little real serious idea of educational development, and 
were far more social in nature. They were things apart 
from the regular class room work. Probably the worst 
aspect of the activity program, as far as affecting the 
people In this study, was the limitation set upon them 
for nartIclpa tion. A pupil, in order to belong to a club, 
had to maintain a passing average. This resulted In the 
selected few carrying the activity program, and the mass
37
of those Included In this study eliminated from nsrtlel- 
pation “because of class room standards* Those making 
poor or falling grades were sent to study ball during 
the regular activity program*
The athletic program was similar in nature, and 
It was often the case when the ^better group ** In school 
enjoyed the sunshine and fresh air so essential to good 
health, the problem children and those falling to meet 
class room standards were In study hall with little of 
Interest to occupy their minds*
Table IX shows the activity program and the growth 
that took place during the five-year study period*
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II. THE OX OH HILL SCHOOL COMMUNITY
Economic factors* The Oxon Hill School Community 
was rural in nature? however, the land was too flat and 
unproductive for it to be called e farming district. 
Tobacco and small truck farms composed the main livelihood 
for a certain section of the community, but, like most 
suburban areas, those living nearer to the urban district 
found employment In the city. There was no outstanding 
wealth among the parents of the pupils, but there were a 
few wealthy people in the community. These had an effect 
upon the school and community in that they had contributed 
financially to the school and used their political in­
fluence In finding employment for those out of jobs* The 
parents of the school were employed In most cases In 
semi-skilled or unskilled jobs, bringing In meager incomes 
for the fan ily support. There was much relief work done 
in the community by the government during the years of 
the depression. 4s is to be expected, the families were 
large, the incomes email, and it bed Its effect upon the 
health, living conditions, and tenure of education of the 
pupils attending schools.
40
Housing factors* The homes of the school community 
were frame structures tn most cases, with little or no 
modern conveniences* Wood was still used as the main fuel* 
and few homes had bathrooms* If.any of them were badly in 
need of repairs end might have been termed as “run down** • 
These things were especially true of the homes of pupils 
who withdrew from school*
Density of population* The problem of overcrowded 
population difficulties was not one for the Oxon Hill 
School Community• Although the homes were often over­
crowded, this was not due to the lack of land but the 
size of the family. Generally there was enough land to 
have a good garden and yard* This, of course, meant that 
the problem of food was not as serious as is often found 
in overcrowded sections*
Racial f a ct or a * The population of the school com­
munity was largely American born* This eliminated that 
misunderstanding of traditions, customs, and language dif­
ficulties that so often cause pupils to withdraw in com­
munities where there is a mixture of races.
Recreational facilities* The community offered 
few recreational facilities for the youth* The school 
was the recreational center. Plays, dances, and card
41
parties formed the source of anusenent for many of the 
population. The group close to the city sought recrea­
tion within the city limits. Then, the proximity to the 
Potomac River made swimming one of the main recreational 
outlets for leisure time In summer.
Educational facilities. There were no art gal­
leries, concert halls, lecture courses, museums, or other 
educational opportunities. However, there was an oppor­
tunity for the children to learn to know and love nature, 
a thing that many city children woefully miss. Many of 
the parents had not completed high school, and their de­
velopment of the cultural side of life had not kept 
abreast with their physical development.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT AND TOTAL WITHDRAWALS
It Is a well-known fact that schools interested 
In maintaining s stable enrollment regard excessive 
withdrawals a serious obstacle to efficient and continu­
ous progress. Since school administrators realise the 
wastage Involved In constant changing of pupils, surveys 
have been made to discover the causes end to seek reme­
dies. However, the causes are so variable and remedies 
for different schools are so diverse that a specific 
study of the needs of individual communities is required.
The analysis and interprets!ion of data from the 
Oxon Hill High School were divided primarily into two 
parts.
X. A summary of the total enrollment and total 
withdrawals during the period September 1934 to June 1939 
to determine the extent of withdrawals. These data were 
obtained from records on file in the office of the Oxon 
Hill High School and. from reports submitted to the Super­
intendent of Schools, Prince George1s County, Maryland* 
XI. An Intensive study of seventy-three of the 
withdrawals during the same period, selected at random, 
to determine the reasons for withdrawal, the after-school
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success of the pupil who withdrew, and the pupil*s evalua­
tion of the school.
I. TOTAL ENRQLI&EHT AND TOTAL WITHDRAWALS
Extent of withdrawals by years. The total enroll- 
ment and the withdrawals from September 1934 to June 1939 
are presented by years in Table III, figure 1. The 
numbers are not shown separately by sex. However, th© 
five-year enrollment amounted to 785, which represented 
388 individuals. There were 197 different boys and 191 
different girls, who enrolled during th© study period.
Of the 152 withdrawals, seventy-two were boys and eighty 
girls. Approximately 37 per cent of the boys end 40 
per cent of th© girls who entered the Oxon Hill High 
School between 1934 and 1939 withdrew before graduation.
In 1938-1939, the enrollment had increased by 46 
per cent as compared with 1934-1935. The enrollment In­
creased In each of the intervening years, as Table III 
shows. During the five years of the study the Oxon Hill 
community was recovering from th© great economic depres­
sion and unemployment in the neighborhood decreased, 
which seems to be reflected In the Increase In school 
enrollment. Table III also shows the per cent of with­
drawals by years. In 1934-1935 the enrollment was 126,
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and forty-nine of these withdrew from the school* If the 
fifteen graduates be added to the forty-nine withdrawals, 
only sixty-two pupils who entered in the fall of 1955 had 
been in the high school the previous year* With an en­
rollment of 148 during 1955—1936, pupils from other schools 
and the promoted seventh grade pupils outnumbered the old 
pupils who were accustomed to the teachers and the routine 
of the school* During 1935-1936, the conditions were much 
better, but again in 1936-1937, the proportion of new 
pupils was high. Again, in the fall of 1937, the old pu­
pils were outnumbered by the Incoming seventh grade and 
by new entries*
TABLE III
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF PUPILS WHO WITHDREW 
FROM OXON HILL HIGH SCHOOL, BY YEARS 
SEPTEMBER 1934 TO JUNE 1939
Year
Withdrawals 
Per c e nt tfumh e r
Total high 
school en­
rol lme nt
Per cent of 
increase from 
1934-1935
1934-1935 39 49 126 «
1935-1936 12 18 148 17
1936-1937 30 47 166 24
1937-1938 9 16 171 36
1938-1939 12 22 184 46
Total 152
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Before making an intensive study of the withdrawals 
du© to personal reasons, the enrollment turnover will be 
given some consideration* As Is shown by Table IV, the 
migration of families from the neighborhood was more active 
In 1934-1955 and 1936-1937 than the other years* In each 
year thirty-one pupils moved, as previously stated. It Is 
not known whether or not these entered other schools.
Only five pupils withdrew from school on account of moving 
during the other three school years.
Th© personal reasons for withdrawing have been 
divided Into four subgroups, as follows:
1. Work at home - 13| economic reasons - 1; 
total - 14.
2. Physical incapacity - 7} committed to an in­
stitution - 3; mental incapacity - 8j total - 18*
3* Over sixteen years of age -19.
4. Miscellaneous group, including marriage - 6; 
other reasons - 5; total - 11.
During th© five years, sixty-two pupils were record­
ed as having left for tbs above reasons. When deductions 
are mad© for those moving and transferred to other schools, 
it is estimated that approximately 40 per cent of the 
pupils entering the freshman class in the Oxon Hill High 
School completed th© full four-year course in that school.
The most effective way to show enrollment changes 
Is by showing the average attendance and the per cent of 
withdrawals during the year. Th© base Is th© total en­
rollment during the year* This Is divided into the total 
number of withdrawals during the year. If the average 
attendance had been taken as the base, the per cent with­
drawals would have been much higher. It would be diffi­
cult to estimate the indirect and hidden drawback to both 
pupils and teachers caused by this excessive enrollment 
change in 1934-1955 and 1936-1937.
Pauses for withdrawals. The reasons for withdraw­
ing recorded on the files in th© principal9s office for 
th© 152 pupils are shown in Table IV. The reasons given 
for withdrawing have been divided into two broad groups; 
namely, enrollment turnover and personal reasons.
Enrollment turnover Included ••moved away1* and 
••transferred to another school44 . One pupil died. These 
©re factors over which the school apparently had no con­
trol. Although all of the pupils who “moved away** did 
not enter other schools, they ceased to be the responsi­
bility of the Oxon Hill High School. The ones recorded 
as n transferred*1 were known to have entered another school.
“Personal reasons*4 included pupils who permanently 
left school and remained In the community. Prom a broad
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viewpoint these withdrawals were the responsibility of th© 
Oxon Hill High School, and therefore the proper ones upon 
which to base a study of the causes of withdrawal, and from 
whom to seek recommendations for remedies*
TABLE IV
HUMBER AN3> PER C W T  OF PUP IIS WHO WIT ST0RBW FROM 
OXON HILL HIGH SCHOOL, BY HEASOW 
SEPTEMBER 1934 TO JUNE 1939
>er 
of
withdrawals
Reason for withdrawals
Enrollment
turnover
Personal reasons
Year
All
rea­
sons
En­
roll­
ment
turn­
over
Per­
son­
al
rea­
sons
Moved
away,
died
C D
Trans­
fer­
red
o^rlc
at
home , 
eco­
nom­
ic
THyiY^
eal
and
mental 
inca- 
pad ty
Over
18
yrs.
of
age
lis-
cel—
lane-
ous
rea­
sons
1934-1935 49 34 15 31 3 4 7 2 2
1935-1938 18 4 14 4 0 4 0 6 4
1938-1937 47 41 6 31 10 3 2 0 1
1937-1938 16 5 11 0 5 1 2 5 3
1938-1939 22 6 16 2 4 2 7 6 1
Totals 152 90 62 68 22 14 18 19 11
NU
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NUMBER OF PUPILS WHO WITHDREW FROM OXON HILL 
HIGH SCHOOL, BY YEAR AND BY REASON 
SEPTEMBER 1934 TO JUNE 1939
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Figure 2
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While fourteen withdrew for work at home and 
economic reasons, if these pupils had been doing especial­
ly good work in school, doubtless some, if not ail, of th© 
parents would have found, some means of keeping them there* 
The mentally Incapacitated— eight In number— probably de­
serve more cons id e ret ion than educators are prone to give* 
It Is a recognized fact that the obviously incapable 
pupils should have been 14weeded out*1 before they entered 
high school* These pupils were considered mentally In­
capable because they could not pass the required subjects 
in their respective classes, yet some of them have be­
come good and successful citizens, and it may be assumed 
that instead of the pupils being mentally incapable of 
doing th© work, th© high school curriculum, was not adapted 
to their mental development•
Seven of the pupils in this group were recorded as 
physically incapacitated* If the defects in these pupils 
had been discovered at an earlier date and corrected, it 
is conceivable that they might have developed into strong, 
healthy men and women. It ordinarily is impossible, If 
not Inadvisable, to attempt to examine all children each 
school year, but those who show tendencies of mental or 
physical defects should be given a physical examination.
An experiment was tried out by th© School Health Service
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of the Detroit Department of Health in 1921, what they 
termed a "Teacher Health Inspection" program This pro­
gram seems to have "been very successful and similar 
programs in other schools may reduce the number of pupils 
withdrawing for physical end mental reasons.
An investigation made by the United States Public 
Health Service, covering fifteen years of school health 
administration, has attracted wide attention and has been 
helpful In the stimulation of general movement for the 
corrections of harmful conditions* The data on physical 
defects were obtained by examination of 30,000 school 
children, and the results were amazing. Many children 
were unknowingly not seeing, suffering from anemia, tooth 
decay, and poor hearing. These defects naturally cause 
failures and eventually withdrawals. Practically all 
defects among children can be remedied or cured, and some 
form of physical supervision would pay In any school.
There were nineteen who gave as reason for with­
drawal, 11 over sixteen years of age”, and not required by 
law to remain in school• One of the most disheartening
 ^ Don W. Gudakunst, "School Health Inspection By 
Teachers,<# The Mllbsnk Memorial Fund Quarterly, 15s 139- 
149, April/TSsffT
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features of th© depression was th© way children were 
permitted to pay for the breakdown of our economic system. 
The 1930 Census figure showed that approximately 50 per 
cent of the boys and girls, ages sixteen to eighteen, are 
not enrolled in school but were helping to swell the over­
crowded labor market or were idling away their time* The 
“stay in school** movement is not only justified, but is 
demanded today as never before* Any movement to keep boys 
and girls sixteen to eighteen years of ag© in school 
J  places an added responsibility upon th© schools* A pro-
j? gram combining culture with practical training to a de-f
g gre© which will meet the needs of all children, whatever
c5
g their interest, presents an important problem* Many of 
d
® those withdrawing doubtless hoped to obtain work, and
perhaps did, for a time* A further responsibility of the 
school for the sixteen to eighteen-year-old pupils is to 
provide opportunity for the temporarily unemployed to 
seek further training in intervals between jobs* If Idle­
ness is disintegrating for adults, it is much more so for 
the growing boy and, girl* The eleven classified as “mis­
cellaneous11 Included six who married at the age of sixteen 
to nineteen, with little education and less money.
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II. SUMMARY
The analysis of total enrollment and total with­
drawals may be summarised as followsz
1. Approximately the same proportion of girls and 
hoys withdrew from the Oxon Hill High School during the 
years 1934-1939.
2. In September 1935 and September 1937 the old 
pupils were outnumbered by the new entries*
3m Th© migration of families was most active be­
tween 1934 and 1937•
4* It is estimated that approximately 40 per cent 
of the pupils who entered the Oxon Hill High School com­
pleted the four-year course send received diplomas from 
that school*
5. A large number of parents mad© their children 
leave school and work at home*
6m Children who failed to pass their subjects were 
considered mentally incapacitated, and the school did little 
to adjust th© work to th© needs of the pupils*
7* Physical defects often led to pupils withdraw­
ing from, school at an early date*
8 . Pupils took advantage of th© school-age law and 
withdrew as soon as they reached sixteen years of age*
9* Pupils left school to marry young and raise fam­
ilies In an environment lacking In education and cultural 
aspects *
CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS of data collected from interviews
As previously stated in Chap ter III, to supplement 
the records In the office of the Superintendent of Prince 
George’s County, seventy-three former pupils of the Oxon 
Hill High School, who had withdrawn during the five-year 
study period, were Interviewed indlvldua11y. The pupils 
were questioned ©s they appeared or could b© seen, with­
out reference to age, reason for withdrawal, or present 
occupation *
Inf get mat Ion regarding the family background and 
economic status was recorded In order to afford a basis 
for judging the concealed or hidden causes for withdrawals* 
The present occupation of the withdrawals and their sug­
gestions and criticisms were recorded as given.
The economic status of the district as © whole was 
much better in 1939-1940 at th© time of the Interviews 
than during the years covered by the study, 19 35-1939.
The seventy-three pupils represented 48.0 per cent 
of the 152 withdrawals during the same period.
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I. CAUSES OF WITIIDRAWIN0- AND ASSOCIATED FACTORS
Dlstribnt Ion by school-year and class* The class 
and per cent of withdrawals Interviewed by school year and 
by class at th© time of withdrawing are shown in Table ¥.
TABLE V
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF PUPILS INTERVIEWED WHO WITHDREW FROM 
OXON HILL H I M  SCHOOL, CLASSIFIED BT SCHOOL-YEAR 
3EH? W: BEK 1934 TO JUNE 1939
Year
Classification 
pil withdrew 
Fresh- Sopho- 
man more
at t It
Junior
m  pu - 
Senior
UFotal
Inter­
viewed
Total
with­
draw­
als
Per cent 
of total 
withdraw­
als Inter­
viewed
1934-1935 6 5 1 2 14 49 28.6
1935-1936 8 4 2 1 15 18 83.3
1936-1937 11 9 3 0 23 47 48.9
1937-1938 6 3 0 2 11 16 68.8
1938-1939 3 5 2 0 10 22 45.4
Total 34 26 Q 5 73 152 48.0
As may be observed, the seventy-three pupils were 
scattered throughout th© five-year study period: Fourteen in 
1934-1935; fifteen In 1935-1936; twenty-three In 1936-1937; 
eleven In 1937-1938; and twenty-two In 1938-1939•
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NUMBER OF PUPILS WHO WITHDREW FROM OXON HILL 
HIGH SCHOOL, CLASSIFIED BY YEAR 
SEPTEMBER 1934 TO JUNE 1939
Total withdrawals
Total withdrawals interviewed
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YEAR
Figure 3
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They constituted 28#6 to 83*5 per cent of the total with- 
drawals for the corresponding years* This Indicates that 
the reasons for withdrawals for one year would not weight 
th© average unduly If the period were considered as a whole 
In -risking the analysis.
Also In Table V are shown the number of pupils by 
class at th® time of w ithdrawing • Thirty-four war© fresh­
men, twenty-six sophomores, eight juniors, and five seniors. 
This high rate of loss of freshmen would indicate that 
pupils entering high school with **good intentions** of re­
ceiving a high school diploma soon became discouraged and 
left. Of the seventy-three pupils chosen at random, 46.8 
per cent were freshmen, from which it seems that pupils 
were quick to realize the ineffectiveness of the school in 
meeting their needs.
Age. Although ages fourteen to nineteen years were 
tabulated separately, the figures for each specific age were 
too small to be of much value, and consequently the years 
fourteen and fifteen, sixteen and seventeen, and eighteen 
and nineteen, have been combined. Th© number and per cent 
of withdrawals by class and age are shown in Table VI.
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TABLE 71
NU&BER AHD PEE CBHT OP PUPILS INIERVTEWED WHO WITHDREW FROM
0X0 H HILL HIGH SCHOOL, BY AGE
SEPTEMBER 1934 TO JUNE 1939
Age at 
t ime of 
withdraw- 
Ins
All
classes Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Hum­
ber
Per
cent
Hum­
ber
Per
cent
Hum­
ber
Per
cent
Hum­
ber
Per
cent
Hum­
ber
Per­
cent
All ages 73 100 34 100 26 100 8 100 5 100
14-15 24 33 15 44 6 23 3 37 0 0
16-17 42 58 IB 53 17 65 5 63 2 40
18-19 7 9 1 3 3 12 0 0 3 60
For all classes twenty-four, or 33 per cent, of th©
withdrawals were fourteen to fifteen years of age? forty-two, 
or 58 per cent, were sixteen to seventeen? and seven, or 
nine per cent, eighteen to nineteen years of age. Six 
sophomores and three juniors were fourteen to fifteen years 
of age. These pupils had evidently skipped grades or had 
been forced through at early ages.
In a district mi ere few pupils go to college or at­
tend any school after leaving high school, the desire or 
urge on the part of parents and teachers to rush children 
through high school by sixteen or seventeen years of ag© 
should be discouraged* Throughout elementary and high 
school, the pupil should have been encouraged to develop
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such attitudes and appreciations that would lead to good 
citizenship* Loyalty, service, leadership, the ability to 
think and accept responsibility, consideration for others, 
unselfishness, and kindness are only a few of th© traits 
that should result from the school1s guidance and the 
pupils’ association with fellow students* The ages fifteen 
and sixteen years are too young to interrupt this influence, 
for at these ages the child is still formative, and his en­
vironment is of extreme importance* It would be better to 
encourage the children to stay in high school more than th© 
four years, even if they took more credits than necessary 
for graduation.
The nineteen-year-old freshman and his family showed 
a certain **determinetlon*# and if he had been started in the 
right line of work he would undoubtedly have “made good11 •
Average grades at the time of leaving school» The 
school grades at the time of withdrawal are shown in 
Table VII* Probably these grades throw more light on the 
needs for curricular changes than any other factor*
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TABLE VII
HUMBER AND PER CENT OF PUPILS INTERVIEWED WHO WITHDREW FROM
OXOK HILL HIGH SCHOOL, BY AVERAGE GRADES
SEP T W  BER 1954 TO JUNE 1959
Average n
p-rad© at , u  Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
withdraw-
ing
Hum­
ber
Per
cent
Hum­
ber
Per
cent
Hum­
ber
Per
cent
Hum­
ber
Per
cent
Hum­
ber
Per
cent
All grades 73 1GO 34 100 26 100 8 100 5 100
Grad© A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Grade B 4 5 0 0 3 12 0 0 1 20
Grade G 11 16 2 6 5 19 4 50 0 0
Grade D 25 34 8 24 14 54 3 38 0 0
Grade E 33 45 24 70 4 15 1 12 4 80
Of the seventy-thro© pupils interviewed, only four
(three in the sophomore class and on© in the senior class) 
were making nB* or better. Th© reasons they gave for with­
drawing were two "not interested", one "work at home", and 
one "marriage"* If the school had a curriculum that met 
their needs, and a program so organized that pupils could 
obtain part-time employment while attending school, it is 
probable that it could have increased its holding power upon 
these individuals. Eleven pupils were making nG* or average
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grades in their classes. Fifty-eight, or 79 per cent of 
the pupils, were making poor or failing grades, and few, 
if any, of the pupils or parents of these pupils expected 
them to he promoted to the next higher class, and It was 
less embarrassing to leave school than to remain or reenter 
the next fall In the same class. It is also obvious from 
Table ¥111 that some of these oupils had already repeated 
a year or more. This suggests that after a pupil has re­
peated a year, he should be observed carefully and when 
found falling again, a change in his curriculum or teacher 
should be recommended*
It Is realised that the step from the elementary to 
the high school is hard for most pupils, and the thirty-two 
freshmen making “poor* or •failing* grades might have been 
encouraged to spend another year in the freshman class had 
they been permitted to repeat on© or more subjects they 
failed in and substituted new subjects for the ones they 
had passed. As explained In th© previous chapter, pupils 
who repeated classes had to cover the same subjects they 
had studied before, although some of these subjects had been 
mastered. The four seniors who “failed* were either *,poorH 
during the three former years or some factor, such as health, 
conditions at home, or a lack of Interest in the curriculum
t> 1
caused their failure, as th© senior year is not usually 
hard for the average pupil* If it were true that they had 
been on the border line during their entire high school 
career, then they were not the caliber to be recommended 
for college. Instead of trying to make the regular high 
school course, a year of vocational training would have 
prepared them for earning a living.
Those who had repeated one or more years. The num­
ber and per cent of pupils who had repeated one or more 
years are shown in Table VIII• This table was referred to 
in a previous paragraph*
TABLE VIII
HUM BEE A TO PEB GENT OF PUPILS INTERVIEW!) WHO WITHDREW FROM 
OXON HILL HIGH SCHOOL, CLASSIFIED BY THE NUMBER OF CLASSES
THEY HAD REPEATED 
SEPTUMBHR 1934 TO JUHB 1939
Classif1-
All
classes Freshman
Sophomore Junior Senlor
estion Num­
ber
Per
cent
Num­
ber
Per
cent
Num­
ber
Per
cent
Num-
ber
Per
cent
Num­
ber
Per
cent
All inter­
viewed 73 100 34 100 26 100 a 100 5 100
Ho classes 
repeated 50 68 26 76 15 58 7 88 2 40
One or 
more clas­
ses re­
peated 23 32 8 24 11 42 i 12 3 60
6*2
PEH GENT OF PUPILS INTERVIEWED WHO WITHDREW FROM 
OXON HILL HIGH SCHOOL, SEPTEMBER 1934 
TO JUNE 1939 
AND PER GENT OF REPEATERS BY YEARS
PER CENT 
25 50______75 Jj.00
All classes
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
HZZI Total withdrawals 
Total repeaters
Figure 4
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Approximately one—third of the withdrawals had re­
peated one or more years* If they bed been allowed new 
subjects for the ones they had passed and only repeated 
the subjects failed in, there would be no great disad­
vantage from th© pupils* point of view in repeating a 
year. Of course, it is never well to crowd a school with 
repeaters, but for pupils whose education stops with the 
high school, five years in the high school will do no harm* 
Three out of the five seniors had repeated on© or more years, 
and It would seem that after displaying perseverance and a 
definite ambition to get a high school diploma, the high
school failed in Its job of meeting the pupil1© expecta­
tions .
Intel!Igenee quotient * The intelligence quotients In
this study were based on on© test and are given by class in
Table IX. Th© table Indicates that approximately 48 per 
cent of the pupils Interviewed had an intelligence quotient 
of below ninety-five. It seems these pupils were not col­
lege caliber, and would have prof ited more by less technical 
sub je c t rna t ter •
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TABLE IX
NUMBER OF PUPILS INTERVIEWED WHO WITHDREW FROM
OXON HILL HIGH SCHOOL, CLASSIFIED 3Y I« Q.
SEPTEMBER 1934 TO JUNE 1939
I. Q. of with­
drawal
All
classes
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Humber Humber Humber Number Number
All I* Q. 73 34 26 8 5
115 and over 8 0 4 3 1
105-114 18 5 9 2 2
95-104 12 7 4 1 0
85-94 23 13 7 1 2
Below 85 12 9 2 1 0
Ext ra- ctirr i cular actIvlt 1© s * Of th© seventy-three
pupils interviewed, forty-four did not participate in any 
form of activities* These pupils, as has been explained, 
in a previous section, were barred from participation by 
low grades end undesirable citizenship traits. If they 
could have become actively Interested in some hobby, or In 
athletics, dramatics, or literary work which might have 
unearthed some latent talent, they could have acquired 
better citizenship habits* As it was, they were in school, 
but hardly could be considered © really active part of the 
school. It is especially Important that the retarded
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pupil not be made to feel “left out1*. Ostracism is a 
cruel punishment * It might be all right for the bad, but 
certainly not for the dull pupils. Even if dull pupils 
can not benefit from classes, they can learn good social 
habits from nonacademic activities. There is little in­
centive to stay where you are not contributing to the 
betterment of the whole set-up• Had there been a con­
necting link between the activity program and the class 
room, these pupils would have undoubtedly become more 
Interested In their regular subjects. For instance, had 
plays, literary work, and hobbies grown out of class room 
activities, then the actual subject matter would have 
taken on a broader meaning. From, babyhood to old age the 
“play instinct** Is strong in most people. Those children 
who did not enter Into any form of athletics were undoubt­
edly shy and timid, and they were therefore hesitant to ex­
hibit their Ignorance before more active proficient groups. 
Intermural athletics and interclass games would have given 
them the opportunity to learn, along with their fellow 
students, the rules and techniques of basketball, soft 
ball, and other "play* activities.
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Health* An Inspection of the case histories 
would indicate that the health of the individuals inter­
viewed was good. Only three actually said that ill health 
had been the underlying cause for their withdrawal• Yet 
it must be remembered that the judgment of good health is 
a Job for an expert* Many children who look and perhaps 
feel well are actually suffering from physical defects 
that gradually have their effect upon a child’s ability to 
benefit from school attendance*
Home environment * In order to have some conception 
of the home environment of these former students, Table X 
shows the relation of several criteria, namely, radio, car, 
bathroom, type of heating, and reading matter, to the stat­
ed reasons for leaving school*
Probably the most significant fact revealed by 
Table X is that twenty-on© of the withdrawals cam© from 
homes where there was no newspaper and thirty-four where 
there were no signs of current books or magazines. It 
would also appear that those withdrawing for * other reasons*1 
were slightly higher in the scale of social environment 
than for the other classifications. These factors have a 
distinct effect upon the child’s interest, and when the 
home does not provide these cultural aspects, then the
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school should do something towards filling in the gap 
left by the home. It is not thought that the school 
should shoulder the entire responsibility of training 
that the home is supposed to offer, yet the school can 
do a large part in unveiling Interests and experiences 
for the child when the home is not equipped to do so. 
Much can be done In this respect through a program of 
adult education that is being offered In many sections 
of the country. The school should at least, through Its 
library facilities, encourage the child to develop an 
interest in good books and magazines.
t>«
TABLE X
NUMBER OP PUPILS INTERVIEWED WHO WITHDREW PROM OXON HILL
H E H  SCHOOL, CLASSIFIED BY HOME ENVIRONMENT
SEPTE BER 1934 TO JUNE 1939
stome en­ Reasons for wlth drawing given at interview
vironment
at t ime of 
interview
Totals Ico-
nomic
reasons
Heeded
at
home
Mot in­
terested, Pall- 
did not ing 
like school
Other
reasons
Total 73 5 18 21 13 16
Owns radio 58 4 12 17 10 15
Bo radio 15 1 6 4 3 1
Has ear 45 3 8 13 9 12
Mo car 28 2 10 8 4 4
Bathroom 18 1 2 a 4 3
Bo bathroom 55 4 16 13 9 13
Oil-gas heat 12 1 0 5 4 2
Goal or wood 
fire 61 4 18 16 9 14
Bewspapers 52 4 12 16 10 10
Ho newspapers 21 1 6 5 3 6
Current books
or magazines 39 2 8 13 9 7
Ho books or 
magazine s 34 3 10 8 4 9
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Economic status . Reference to the summary sheet 
In the appendix will show that forty pupils out of the 
seventy-three, or 54#8 per cent, cam© from homes that 
ranked "fair* in their economic status• This judgment 
was based entirely upon what the interviewer saw when the 
home was visited and compared it with other homes in the 
community* It is possible that the economic status of 
the home might have been better at the time of the inter­
view than when the child left school. A study would 
indicate that the fathers of the withdrawals held posi­
tions in the lower range of the employment level. Hot 
one of the fathers was In a professional job. The mothers 
were housewives in the majority of cases. This seems to 
Indicate that the pupils war© not lacking In home care as 
educators sr© prone to believe.
II. THE AFTER SCHOOL SUCCESS OF THE PUPILS INTERVIEWED
The after school success of pupils leaving school be­
fore graduation was judged by the employment status of the 
pupils at the time of the interview, their leisure time 
activities, and the type of citizen they had become since 
leaving. This was considered a guide In determining 
whether or not the school could have done more towards de­
veloping the child for after school life.
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Employment status * Table XI shows the number of 
pupils Interviewed by employment status at the time of the 
Interview*
TABLE XI
NUMBER OF PUPILS INTERVIEWED WHO WITHDREW FROM OXON HILL 
HIGH SCHOOL, CLASSIFIED BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
SEPTEMBER 1935 TO JUNE 1939
pToymeni JLs£afcus 1 ™ ^ - .... . .■ ' ernofI Tpuo 11 s'
the time of interview Interviewed
1ot employed  ....  34
Employed at home  .....   11
Employed outside of the home ••*.*.»••• 28
Garage •*.*•••*•••••*•*.•**•*.*••• 5
Clerk in store •**»•*•••««*•••«••• 9
Five and ten cent store  ...... 4
Wavy
National Reserves «•*•*•*••••*•••• 1
C * 0* C * Camp •*•»•••«•••••••••••» 1
Errand boy  ............  1
Work on the road  .....   1
Housekeeper .................   2
Florist shop  .......     1
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From the table It would appear that those working 
on the outside had jobs which required little education 
and when asked the handicaps they had encountered, few 
considered Hleck of education*1 a drawback. Either they 
had not gone far enough In school to realize the value 
of an education, or they were not applying for positions 
above their educational level.
Table XII shows a comparison between the pupils* 
reasons for leaving school and their employment status at 
the time of the interview.
t a b u : xii
A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PUPILS* REASONS FOR WITHDRAWING 
A HD THEIR EMPLOYMENT STATUS AT THE TIME OF THE INTERVIEW
?Sr Totel Sot employed Employed Employedwithdrawing at horne outside
"BT 51-- 57-- 37 B7 37--ffl 3T~
Employment status at the time of interview
Failing 9 5 1 2 2 0 8 3
Hot Interested 8 14 1 12 0 0 7 2
Economic or help 
at home 13 11 0 9 7 1 6 1
Marriage 0 7 0 6 0 0 0 1
Illness 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0
To take art 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
To join Navy 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Total 34 39 3 31 10 1 21 7
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Table XII Indicates that only three out of the 
thirty-four boys leaving school were not employed. Those 
boys leaving because of "falling* or “not Interested In 
school* seem to have found jobs. Those boys leaving be­
cause of “economic reasons* had either stayed at home 
helping on the farm or had obtained employment outside 
of the home. This would indicate that the boys had a 
definite determination and “push1* to earn a living and be 
respectable citizens. Regardless of their school record 
or the schoolfs ability to interest them and meet their 
needs, they had found a place for themselves in the 
economic world. Few had had more than one job, which 
showed that they were willing to work and that their work 
was satisfactory.
The school might have increased its holding power 
on these boys had it included in Its curriculum subjects 
whereby these boys could have been fitting themselves for 
the industrial world. Those leaving because of “economic 
reasons" might have stayed had the school looked into 
their economic situation and In some way found part-time 
jobs for them whereby they could have had some source of 
remuneration. In doing this the school might have in­
creased their tenure of education, and at the same time 
prepared them for jobs on a higher employment level and 
increased their earning power.
7 3
Of the thirty-nine girls leaving school, thirty- 
one were still at home or married in their own homes*
Host of the girls helped ©t home with the housekeeping and 
cooking. This would indicate that the girls intended to 
be homemakers* The school could have done © great pert 
in making them better homemakers and wives, had it offered 
in the curriculum subjects along these lines*
Lei sure time activities* Regardless of their 
proximity to a large city offering many cultural oppor­
tunities, the pupils as a whole had not taken advantage 
of these. They attended movies, dances, and spent much 
time *just hanging around41* Rot on© mentioned attending 
art galleries, concerts, or lectures* Rone spoke of read­
ing nonfictionsl literature* The boys did show a partic­
ular interest in local polities, which would indicate that 
they possessed the ability to enjoy and express an Interest 
in the more serious aspects of life*
As © whole, the pupils had little Interest in im­
proving the community. They were honest, herd-working 
citizens, but not at ©11 progressive. The school might 
have further developed these cultural ideals, apprecia­
tions, and attitudes by a change In the methods of teach­
ing, weaving into the factual learning certain interest
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and needs arising from the local conditions and the 
child*s experience.
Ill. THE EVALUATION OF THE SCHOOL AS GIVEN 
BY PUPILS INTERVIEWED
Evaluation of subjects offered. When asked to 
select the subject that they had found most valuable to 
them since leaving school, the pupils in the majority of 
eases were not anxious to express an opinion* This was 
no doubt due to the fact that they had been away from 
the school and had forgotten the type of work they had 
encountered In each subject* However, some did express 
opinions and these are summarized in Table XIII.
Examination of the table will indicate that the 
boys were not as responsive in evaluating the subjects 
taught as the girls. This might be attributed to the fact 
that more boys have jobs than girls, and have Interests 
that have taken them away from the school. However, when 
they did express an opinion, their answers showed no sig­
nificant choice.
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TABUS XIXX
EVALUATION OF SUBJECTS TAUGHT AS GIVEN BY THE PUPILS
INTERVIEWED
£uplls* evaluation of subjects taken
Subjects Most valuable Least valuable
Boys Girls Boys Girls
English 9 15 10 1
French 0 0 0 1
History 5 3 q 12
Mathematic s 7 0 4 IB
Science 6 4 7 5
Commercial 1 2 0 0
Home e conomi c s 0 13 0 0
Shop 2 0 0 0
None 6 2 5 2
In the case of the girls, there ■was a definite trern
that they felt mathemat ics of no value in their present
life. Of the eighteen girls mentioning the subject, not
one felt it of any value* Very much the same was true for 
history* Out of fifteen girls referring to history, twelve 
thought it of little or no value* When considering. English 
and home economics the table Indicates that the girls had
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found both valuable. Out of the sixteen girls, fifteen 
felt English was useful, and out of the thirteen evaluat­
ing home economics, all thought it had helped them after 
leaving school.
When asked to offer suggestions for improving the 
curriculum, both boys and girls felt the four years of 
shop and home economics would make the school more useful 
to the pupils after leaving. Reference to the case 
histories in the appendix will indicate that In practical­
ly every case the pupils spoke in terms of "teaching them 
something they could use".
Evaluation of extra-curricular activities. It has 
been explained in a previous chapter that the pupils had 
little experience In the extra-curricular activity program 
of the school, so their evaluation was of little value. 
However, they were quick to express a desire that they 
would have liked to have joined a club, since those belong­
ing “seemed to enjoy them1* * They suggested In almost every 
case that the activities be open to everyone, and felt 
that a full-time athletic coach teaching classes In physi­
cal education would be a great addition to the school.
7 7
IV. SUMMARY
1. When classified by reasons for withdrawal, it
was noted that one year would not weight the average unduly, 
if the period had teen considered as a whole in making the 
analysis *
2. Of the seventy-three pupils Interviewed, chosen 
at random, 46.6 per cent were freshmen.
3. There was some evidence of forcing pupils through 
school at an early age.
4. Of the pupils Interviewed, 79 per cent were mak­
ing poor or falling grades.
5* Approximately one-third of the withdrawals had 
repeated one or more years in high school•
6. Of the seventy-three pupils interviewed, forty- 
four did not participate In any form of activities. They 
expressed the wish that they had been allowed to partici­
pate, and they seemed to recognize their value.
7. There was noted a lack of interest in the cul­
tural aspects of life, and the parents had little education 
beyond the elementary school. In the majority of cases 
the fathers held jobs In the lower range of the employment 
scale, the mothers being housewives.
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8- The majority of pupils interviewed were ap­
parently in good health.
9. When estimating the after school success of 
those pupils interviewed, it was noted that few considered 
**lsck of education1* a handicap in getting a job. The boys 
had in most cases found employment and the girls remained 
at home. They had not developed culturally, spending most 
of their leisure time going to movies, dances, and ^hang­
ing around**.
10. When evaluating the school curricular and 
extra-curricular activities, the boys were less responsive 
than the girls• The boys showed no signifleant choice of 
subjects that had been valuable to them since leaving.
The girls Indicated that they saw little or no value in 
mathematics or history. For the short time that the voca­
tional subjects had been taught, those referring to them 
felt they had been of value. Lit tie was said concerning 
the extra-curricular activities, since those withdrawing 
had had little experience in them, yet they did suggest 
the addition of classes in physical education.
CHAPTER VII
KBCOMMENDATIOHS
A study of the pupils who withdrew from the Oxon 
Hill High School, Maryland, from September 1934 to June 
1939 has led the author to make the following recommen­
dations •
1• In view of the fact that many pupils felt the 
work ‘•too hard* and “uninteresting**, the author would 
suggest an enriched curriculum, offering a differenti­
ated program to afford the pupils maximum growth. By 
enriched curriculum does not necessarily mean the addi­
tion of all new subjects, but an enrichment of those 
subjects already offered. This would undoubtedly reduce 
failures, and eliminate the necessity of a child repeat­
ing © subject previously mastered and passed.
For the few that intend to further their education 
the college preparatory course should be offered.
For the large number who choose to enter the in­
dustrial world, courses in salesman ship, beauty culture, 
consumer buying, and office training would be adventageou 
Four years of home economics, including home-making, child 
care, first aid, interior decorating, budgeting, buying, 
and personality development would better prepare the girl 
for home duties and marriage. Four years of industrial 
arts, including the practical, everyday aspects of
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mechanics, metal work, housing, and construction are sug­
gested for the hoys.
An enlargement of the commercial department, offer­
ing experience in filing, card punching, and the operation 
of the simpler machines used In the modern offices would 
Take it possible for the pupils to begin their training at 
an earlier stage than the junior year* The requirements 
of an office clerk and secretary from the standpoint of 
efficiency, character, and personality should be stressed*
The mathematics department should offer courses in 
business training, working in close cooperation with the 
commercial department. Buying, spending, banking, insurance, 
taxation, and other practical experiences should be em­
phasized.
In the field of social science the ideals of democ­
racy and good citizenship should be of primary Importance.
It was noted In the study that the pupils had little inter­
est in community life* A course in local and State govern­
ment could be so organized to increase this interest, us­
ing the community organizations and community projects as 
a means towards developing the desire on the part of the 
pupil to Improve local conditions•
The science department could enrich Its offerings 
by Including courses in gardening, nature study, conserva­
tion of natural resources, safety, and health.
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Throughout the entire curriculum the Importance 
of good literature ©nd the need to speak and write cor­
rectly should be stressed* In all classes every effort 
should be made to Increase the use of the library. The 
employment of a full-time librarian, trained In guiding 
pupils In the proper us© of the library, is recommended#
It was noted In the study that little reading of any type 
was don© in the community as a whole# An Increased **li­
brary consciousness** on the part of both faculty and 
pupils may do much to remedy this situation#
It is recommended that courses in music and art be 
added# These courses might be used as a means of teach­
ing pupils to evaluate the programs heard on the radio.
2. Since many pupils felt they were neglected and 
lost when freshmen, in addition to this enriched curric­
ulum the writer would suggest a program of guidance, 
whereby pupils might be studied as individuals, and watched 
carefully when falling or "lagging behind"* This would 
result in more purposeful learning on the part of the child. 
This instructor would advis© the pupils in the selection of 
courses, and have information regarding the home background 
of the pupils* Especially would this be helpful to the 
incoming freshman, who have trouble bridging the gap be­
tween elementary and high school#
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3* In view of the fact that extra-curricular activ­
ities were not enjoyed by the majority of those Included 
in this study, it is recommended that an activity program 
democratically operated, giving all pupils an opportunity 
to contribute, be organized • This should enrich the cul­
tural background of the pupils and care for their varying 
interests* These activities, whenever possible, should 
grow out of the classroom, thereby unifying the school 
program •
4* It is thought that a health program would in­
crease retention* Instruction in the car© of the eyes, 
ears, proper diet, and the correction of minor ailments 
would cause pupils to do better work in their courses, 
ultimately reducing the number of failures.
5. Since children gave economic conditions* as a 
reason for withdrawing, It Is suggested that the school 
solicit the cooperation of the various business firms In 
the community and In nearby Washington, finding part-time 
jobs for pupils who otherwise would find it necessary to 
leave school. Through the facilities of the national Youth 
Administration and other welfare agencies, much financial 
assistance can be rendered those needing it• The organiza­
tion of a placement bureau would make It possible for 
pupils to work during th© summer months. The school should
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make an agreement with th© local firms that the- child is 
to return to school in the fall*
6* In order that such proposed changes might offer 
the maximum benefit, a new school building would be advan­
tageous* This would mean the classroom and auditorium 
facilities would be more nearly adequate to meet the needs 
of th© pupils *
7* l*hat this program might function smoothly# it 
would necessitate an Increased professional attitude among 
the faculty leading to better teaching and planning based 
upon the needs and experiences of th© pupils*

SAMPLE OF CASE HISTORIES OF 
PUPILS I MTERVIEWED
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CASE HISTORY
CASE 1. MALE • AGE 13. FRESHMAN. I.Q. 107.
Withdrawal: November 1936. Reason: Record, to regain
at home| int©rview, was failing and did not Ilk© books.
School history: Retarded one year. Failed ell subjects.
Course taken; General. Average grades, E. English, E; 
His'tory',"""®? Science, E; Mathematics, E.
Ebctra-curricular activities: None.
Health: Good.
Economic status of the family: Poor.
niii.ii m ■itrn - r r ~ r r - r - f i r   ir~r~  "r— - ' i       —    
Family background: Poor. Mother, housewife: father, V • S.
Government . P^ our In family.
Education of parents: Mother, elementary; father, ele­
mentary •
Employment status: Works on farm at home. Has had no
other job a" 'since leaving school.
Evaluation of the school curriculum: Most valuable, none;
least Valuable, none•
Evaluation of the school activities: No comments.
Re comme nda 11ons: A course in agriculture
Interview: The home was small, dirty, and too full of 
what might be termed u junk”. He worked on the farm and 
helped neighbors pick strawberries. There was no litera­
ture around, and few appearances of culture. Stated that 
he never could get Bbook learning*1. Showed no resentment 
towards the school or teachers. Spent his leisure time 
** jus t hangtng a r ound** .
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CASE 2. MALE. AGE 14. FEES®AN. I. Q. 83
Withdrawal: February 8, 1937. Reason: Record, to remain
at homej Interview, to help work.
School history: Retarded - none.
Course taken: General. Average grades, E. English, E;
History, E~;~Mathematics, E; Science, E.
Extra curricular activities: Hone•
Health: Good.
Economic status of the family: Poor.
Family background: Fair. Mother, housewifeJ father,
farmer.' ‘Seven Tn family.
Employment status: Works for father on farm% has done so
ever "sinee leaving school.
Evaluation of the school eiirrlculum: Had no comment upon
any eaoica of” subjects taught or any special likes or dis­
likes •
Evaluation of the school activities: Woeomments.
Recommendations: Four years of shop end full-time ath-
le 11 e iris true tor.
Interview: The home and family showed that they were ex­
ceedingly poor. There was little doubt left In the mind 
after viewing the family life that he withdrew to work cn 
the farm. Everything was typical of th© 11 old time farmer1 
with no modern conveniences of any type. There was no 
reaction when the school was mentioned, except that 11 UP 
th© children got an elementary education they were doing 
all that was expected of them • There was little leisure 
for they went to bed early, and arose early In the morn­
ing to work. There were a few farm magazines lying 
around.
8 8
CASE 3. MALE* AGE 14. FRES.F£*AN • I. Q. 93.
Withdrawal; September 20, 1934. Reason: record, to re­
main"at home ; interview, economic.
School history: Retarded * non®.
Course taken; General. Bid not remain in high school long 
enough to get grades, but when he left It was estimated 
that his average grades would be K* Was taking ikiglish, 
science, history, and algebra.
Extra curricular activities; Athletics.
Health; Good.
Economic status of family; Good.
keeper.
Family background; Good. Mother, housewife; father, store—
TrT f a m i l y .
Education of parents; Mother, high school; father, ele- 
men^ary'-.
Bmploynent status: Works in father1s store. Has been there
ever s"ince wltbdrawi ng .
Evaluation of the school curriculum; Did not stay long 
enough to know anything' about the sublects taught •
Evaluation of the school activities; host valuable, ath­
letics • Ih’ew L"hothIng of ’fhe’r'estf"of the activities.
Recormenda11ons£ Thinks if he had been let stay in school 
he wo\Vid have I iked all the things they offered. Bid say 
a full-time athletic coach would be nice.
Interview; He had worked for his father ever since leav­
ing and was restless to get away into Washington to make 
more money. They had nice surroundings and did not seem 
poor, yet he said that things were right bad at the time 
he left. Spent leisure time going to dances and movies.
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CASE 4« MALE. ACE 14. FRESHMAU. I. Q,. 105.
Withdrawal: May 1935. Reason; record, work at home;
Interview, falling grades.
School history; .Retarded - one year. Reason; failed 
English*
Course taken; General. Average grades, B. English, E;
His tory , Ef"Science, B$ Mathematics, E.
Extra curricular activities; Hone.
Health; Good•
Economic status of the family; Poor*
Family backgrounds Poor. Mother, practical nurse; father, 
farm© r . Ten in" family•
Sdueat 1 on of parents; Mother, elementary; father, ele­
ment'sry .'
Employment statuss Works on the road* Mostly odd Jobs.
Mas not tried toget steady employment* Thinks of joining 
army.
Evaluation of the school c u r r i c u l u m ; Most valuable, Science; 
least valuable, English.
Evaluation of the school activities; Bid not enter any. 
Thought "they wereioomuch on the/ s'ide of the mchosen few 
take part**.
Recommendations: Should have a good four-year shop course*
fMought a nature club would be nice.
Intervlew: There was a large family, and the living con-
Mitions were none too good. The attitude towards th© school 
was good. They felt, as a family, that the school ^dld well 
by them11, when they completed elementary. Many In the family 
had withdrawn and on© graduated. This case seems to think 
he might have passed English had he had time to do his les­
sons, but he was kept busy around home. Spent his leisure 
time helping at home when he was not on a job, listening 
to the radio, and hanging around.
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CASS 5. MALE. AGE 15. FRESHMAN . I. Q. 87.
Withdrawal: March 1935. Reason; record, failurej inter-
v le v.?, fail ing •
School history; Retarded - none*
Course taken: General. Average, low D. English, E;
History, If; Science, D; Mathematics, E; Music, C (no
credit} .
Extra curricular activltless Hone •
Health: Good•
Economic status of the family: Fair.
Family background? Fair* Mother, housewife; father, 
contract or • Ten'in family*
Education of parents; Mother, elementary; father, ale-* 
mentary *
Employment status z Works on father9s farm. Never been 
employed anywhere else.
Evaluation of the school curriculum? Most valuable, civics; 
least valuable,' English'•
Evaluation of the school activities; Most valuable, ath-
leiicsi'‘ Ye&s'b "vaXuable, ' none 'Knew nothing of the clubs
since he did not belong.
Recommendations : Art classes with a regular, raid teacher,
trias ses in pHysiea1 education.
Interview: Lived with the family, and had very few
modern conveniences. Was a Htme farmer”. Had gone Into 
"Washington, B* G., to take art classes* Spent leisure 
time in drawing. Bid not think he would have made any­
thing by staying in school longer.
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CASE 6. MALE. AGE 15. FRESHMAN. I. Q. 83.
Withdrawal: October 4, 1934. Reason; record, to remain
at home; interview, to work at home*
School history: Retarded - non©•
Course taken; General. Average grades, E. English, E; 
History, S;— Science, E? Mathematics, E.
Extra curricular activities; None•
Health: Good.
Economic status of the family: Fair.
Family background: Fair. Mother, housewife; father,
tJ. S* Government worker. Four in family.
Education of parents; Mother, high school; father, ele­
mentary".
Employment status: Has job at market in town* Works
nig Hi s. Has' had several jobs doing unskilled labor, but 
has not mad© good* Had one in grocery store, but did not 
like to work late on Saturday •
Evaluation of the school: Did not stay long enough in
high sehooi to'^ Ha’ve'"Him y ihing to say about the subjects.
Evaluation of the school activities: Knew nothing of any
o i  ' t 'h e m . ................1 '.....' ........ .
Recommendstions: A fellow just felt lost when coming to
High school• ’‘"r¥he teachers went so fast and if you weren’t
bright or quick to catch on they did not give you much at­
tention. He thought that if they went slower a person 
would not get disgusted and leave.
Interview: The home was nice and there were modern con­
veniences. He was the indifferent type of person as far 
as the school was concerned. Felt a little as if the 
school gave him wa raw deal1*. Just in what definite way 
he did not state. Spent his leisure time in going to 
movies and hanging around with the gang at the small 
c ountry s to re•
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CASK 7. MALE . AGE 15. FBESHMAH. I. Q. 100.
Withdrawal s  Hovember 1, 1938. Reason: record, employed 
at' home's Tnter^lew, father needed help on the farm.
School history; Years retarded - one. Failed all 
courses.
Course taken; General. Average grades, £. English, E; 
History, E?"“Science, E; Mathematics, K? Shop, D.
Extra curricular activities £ Athletics C some).
Economic status of the family: Poor♦
Health: Good.
Family backgrounds Poor. Mother, housewife? father, 
farmer. Three in family.
Edn ca11on of parents: M other, element ary; father,
elementsry.1"
Brn.pl oyment status % Works on the farm, at home- where he 
has "been ever"sinee withdrawing .
Evaluation of the school curriculum; Most valuable, shoos 
Ye ast valuable, algebra.
Evaluation of the school activities; Most valuable, ath- 
Te tic si CouI'd' not say anyth ing about the others since he 
never got the grades to join any clubs.
Recommendations; Agriculture; athletic coach.
Interview; His home was very plain, but clean. Thought 
TT  he had been passing his father would have let him stay 
in school. Believed he could have passed if he had wanted 
to, but all the classes “were so dry*1. 1 All you did was 
read a lot of stuff that you just forgot and never needed.n 
Spent his leisure time reading farm magazines, and seemed 
intensely interested in modern faring• Had no desire to 
leave the farm.
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CASE 8. MALE. ACE 15. FRESHMAK . X. Q,. 94.
Withdrawal: March. 1936. Reason s record, to regain at 
home; interview, economic reasons.
School history? Retarded - none•
Course taken t General. Average grades, E. English, E; 
'History, D;~Science, D; Mathematics, E% Shop, E.
Extra curricular activities? Athletics (some)*
Health: Good.
Economic status of family: Fair•
Family background: Fair. Mother, housewife| father,
government employee. Fourteen In family.
T&tucation of parents: Mother, elementary; father, ele­
ment ©ry (perhaps never completed) .
Employment status% Works part time in a florist shop* 
fta$ had an innumerable number of jobs, but lack of train­
ing and drinking have caused him to loose them.
Evaluation of the school currlculum; Most valuable, shop 
Xeas’F’"’valuable, 'EnglIsti '
Evaluation of the school activitiess Most vsluab1e, 
athletics| least valuab 1 e, ira 11 the literary stuff they 
offered** •
Hecommendatlons: Had no idea upon the subject matter
If no, 'b'ut did suggest an athletic coach.
Interview.* H© lived at home with a large family. Had 
bad job e"f ter job, but they * just fire him**. Was working 
for his uncle, so 91 guessed h© would have to walk th© 
chalk line**. Did not think it was the school1 s fault 
that he left, but his “own hardheadness1*. Hung around 
with a gang and they spent their leisure time going to 
cheap shows and giving rather rough parties.
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CASS 9* MALE. AGS 15. FHKSIf&AN ♦ I. Q. 76.
Withdrawals September 1937. Reason s record, work at 
Home;'' 'interview, was not In teres t ed.
School history; Retarded one year* Failed English.
Course taken; General. Average grades, S. English, E; 
History I); Science, E; Mathematics, D.
Extra curricular activities: Hone.
Health; Good•
Economic status of the family: Fatr.
Family backgroundt Good. Mother, housewife; father, 
true k driv e?. Four In family.
Education of parents; Mother, elementary; father, ele- 
men¥ary.
Employment status; Works In garage selling cars. Has 
hed two jobs since withdrawing. The other was selling 
cars for another company, but loft when this one paid a 
higher salary. Got both jobs through friends.
Evaluation of the school curriculum? Most valuable, 
MathemaFic s, least; "'valuable , Eng'l ish .
Evaluation of the school activities; Most valuable, ath- 
TeTTosl least valuable, non©* M d  not belong to any of 
the other clubs.
Recommendations; A course in salesmanship; four years 
of 1sHop; full-tIme athletic instructor.
Interview; Lived with parents in a small house which 
was "clean, but not modern. Thought the school was full 
of “hard subjects1* that wdid not load to anything1*. * Just 
a waste of time*1. Thought we might have made classes 
more interesting and not so hard that one had a hard time 
passing. Claimed that the teachers gave too much home 
work. Seemed happy in his job, and spent his leisure 
time 11 just hanging around11 with a crowd from Washington. 
Often went to a movie or went dancing.
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CASE 10. MALE. AGE 15. FRBSHMAN • I. Q,. 104.
Withdrawal: December 1, 1936. Reason: record, to remain
at home; Interview, work at home.
School history: Retarded one year. Failed all subjects.
Course taken: General. Average g ra de s , E • Erg 11eh, E;
History, E> Science, E; Mathematics, E.
Extra curricular activities: Hone (some athletics).
Health: Good.
Economic status of family: Poor.
Family background: Poor. Mother, housewife; father,
carpenter. Six in family.
Education of parents: Mother, elementary; father, ele­
mentary •
Employment status : Works on the farm at home • Has never
had any other Job.
Evaluation of the school curriculum; Most valuable, Math* 
emailcsleast ' valuable", Clv ld‘3'•
Evaluation of the school activities: Most valuable, ath­
letics; least valusble, none• (Would express no opinion 
since he belonged to none of the clubs.)
Recommendations: More shop, metal work, and athletic
coach, so we had regular classes and everyone could play.
Interview: The home was very small, but clean. There
were no conveniences. The family seemed happy. The in­
come came from the father1 s jobs as carpenter and a 
small truck farm. This was run almost entirely by the 
individual in q v estion. The conditions looked rather 
prosperous— radio, car, etc. He stated that he did 
withdraw ”to work”, but if he had been passing he knew 
his father would have let him stay In school. When 
questioned concerning the school, he said that the school 
did all it could for him but he hated to study”. Said 
it was hard for him to memorize things* Leisure time 
was soent reading farm magazines. He seemed perfectly 
content to be a farmer the rest of his life.
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